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Abstract. This paper presents a method for rational behaviour recog-
nition that combines vision-based pose estimation with knowledge mod-
eling and reasoning. The proposed method consists of two stages. First,
RGB-D images are used in the estimation of the body postures. Then,
estimated actions are evaluated to verify that they make sense. This
method requires rational behaviour to be exhibited. To comply with
this requirement, this work proposes a rational RGB-D dataset with two
types of sequences, some for training and some for testing. Preliminary
results show the addition of knowledge modeling and reasoning leads to
a significant increase of recognition accuracy when compared to a system
based only on computer vision.
1 Introduction
Human action recognition has been a major concern for areas such as com-
puter vision, robotics, machine learning, or ambient intelligence. Traditionally,
vision methods for action recognition were mainly based on RGB images [16],
sometimes enriched with body sensors [14]. However, with the availability of af-
fordable devices such as Microsoft Kinect or ASUS Xtion Pro, depth information
(D) has also came into play. This type of devices facilitates the extraction of 3D
points of body joints, from which skeletal models can be constructed. Different
methods have been employed to perform action recognition from RGB-D data
[12]. These approaches are based on the use of depth maps [19] [20] [25], skeleton
joints [23][24] or hybrid methods [22][15][13].
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Despite accuracy improvement in comparison to RGB-based methods [26],
more elaborated mechanisms are required to support action recognition. Inspired
in how humans tackle this task, different sources of information have to be
combined: sensory information (visual, acoustic, smell, etc.), common-sense and
context knowledge. Rationality, knowledge, and senses, therefore prove essential
for any attempt to replicate human ability for action recognition. This work
caters for these three elements in a novel approaches that combines body-pose
estimation and common-sense reasoning.
Sensory perception is here limited to vision. RGB-D images recorded from a
Microsoft Kinect device are fed to a state-of-art body-pose estimation algorithm.
Rationality is achieved by proposing a scenario that has been set up to promote
actions aimed to an end. This will allow us to overcome the lack of rationality
that most of non-real scenario datasets lack from. Finally, common-sense and
context knowledge is here managed by means of an efficient knowledge-base
system with reasoning capabilities. This work combines these three elements to
propose a five-stage framework for action recognition.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, the methodological ap-
proach proposed in this work is detailed in Section 2. Then, Section 3 evaluates
the proposed methodology. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the conclusions drawn
from this work.
2 Methodology
The method for human action recognition proposed here follows a five-stage
approach, as depicted in Figure 1. First stage records data from an RGB-D device
such as Microsoft Kinect. Then, these data are organized and made available in
a public dataset. The 3D-points of body joints will afterwards go through a
parsing process first and a normalization process later in order to homogenize
different heights, angles, or perspectives. Once normalized, these data, organised
as action files, are fed to a body-pose estimation algorithm known as Bag of
Key Poses (BoKP) [3] in charge of identifying the action being performed. The
BoKP method returns a list of actions ordered by probability, which are different
possibilities of the actual action happening in the file. Finally, it is the role of the
reasoning system, implemented in Scone [11], to determine whether the actions
provided by the vision system need to be corrected based on knowledge premises.
The following subsections provide thorough details of the aforementioned stages.
2.1 The dataset
Rational behavior is implicit in human’s daily life activities, since a person per-
forms an action for a reason or aimed to an end [8]. Lab-recorded and synthetic
datasets that involve actors performing isolated and unrelated actions [22] [23]
are therefore not representative of real scenarios and not valid for the purpose
of this work. Rationality is what entitles the reasoning system to understand an
ongoing activity which also brings opportunities to correct the computer vision
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Fig. 1. System-stage overview
system estimation. Other more realistic datasets simply do not provide skeleton
joint positions [26] [18].
It is the lack of a benchmarking dataset, with the appropriate configuration,
what has motivated the recording of a new one. The KinBehR [2] dataset has
been recorded using the second generation of Kinect for Windows and its SDK4.
The recorded information can be divided into five categories: RGB video
with a resolution 1920 x 1080 pixels per frame; 512 x 424 resolution depth video;
512 x 424 infrared video; background substracted videos that yield detected
users; 560 x 420 video where the 25 joints of each identified and tracked user
are represented. Additionally, one XML file is generated per frame. This XML
file contains all the relevant information collected by Kinect and the Microsoft
capturing algorithm: the position and orientation of the 25 joints of all tracked
users, user state, user hand states, etc.
The resulting dataset has been split in two sets of sequences: training and
testing. The generation of this dataset involved 18 actors, performing 13 types
of actions: watch clock, crossing arms, scratching head, sit down, get up, turn
around, walk, wave, punch, kick, point, take something, throw over head, throw
down. These 13 actions have been selected to match those of the public dataset
IXMAS [21]. In [2] all the information about this dataset is available.
For each actor, two types of sequences were recorded. First, the actor was
told what to do to ensure that all the considered actions were performed, and
thus recorded. Second, one more sequence was recorded for every actor, in which
the actor was not told what to do. In this second type, actors were given the sole
direction of behaving normally. Finally, all sequences were manually labelled,
indicating the start and the end of actions occurrences, since automatic segmen-
tation of videos is not considered in this study.
4 https://dev.windows.com/en-us/kinect
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In order to ensure rational behavior in the sequences where actors were freely
behaving, the recording scenario was equiped with appropriate elements such as a
punching ball, a small ball, a book, and a chair. With this scenario configuration,
we were ensuring that performing an action such as kicking, was motivated by
the fun obtained from interacting with a punching ball.
2.2 Bag of Key Poses
Among the different approaches for human action recognition, this work resorts
to a machine learning technique, known as Bag of Key Poses (BoKP), described
in [7] [4] and available in [6]. This method relies on a training phase during
which salient features are learned. For this phase, training sequences were used
where actors were being told what to do. Originally, the BoKP system worked
with silhouette-based pose representation, where only the contour points of the
silhouettes were used as features. An extension of that work led to consider 3D
real-world coordinates for the points comprising the 25 joints of tracked users.
Consequently, the number of points to be processed is dramatically reduced [5]
while preserving the recognition accuracy by only considering the most repre-
sentative points of the users in the scene, i.e. their joint points.
However, to ensure the user-characteristic independence, a normalization pro-
cess has to be carried out. The normalization method employed in this work is
described in [1]. During the training stage, skeleton sequences performing an
action are provided to the BoKP algorithm. For the skeleton of each frame, the
algorithm computes the most similar key pose. Then, at the end of the process,
the frame sequence is represented by a sequence of key poses, labeled with the
given action. During the testing stage, a similar process is carried out in order
to compute the most representative key pose for the skeletons of the sequence.
The learned action most similar to that sequence is the recognized one.
The algorithm proposed in [6] has been modified returning a ranking of five
recognised actions according to their distance to the trained sequences, instead
of returning the most similar one. The ranking might reveal if a test sequence is
clearly matched with a particular action or it is similar to several actions. The
reasoning system, as explained below, uses that information provided by the five
most probable actions at every frame in order to make corrections.
2.3 Common-sense reasoning
Finally, the last system stage is intended to select one action, out of the five
obtained from the previous stage, in order to complete the understanding of the
ongoing activities.
The work in [9] demonstrates the assessment improvement obtained from
combining common-sense reasoning with computer vision when trying to recog-
nize sequence of actions that were performed for a reason [10]. In this sense, the
representation of this type of sequences, as well as its support for reasoning, is
well addressed by the Scone Knowledge-Base [11].
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This work employs the knowledge and semantic model presented in [17].
Similarly to that work, rather than considering just one action, the five most
probable ones are being considered at the same time. Based on this premise, the
reasoning system needs to be capable of simultaneously tracking both the action
considered as the most probable and the remaining four. In order to articulate
this need, the employed architecture is thoroughly described in [17].
This architecture resorts to the notion of Action to represent each of the
actions considered in the dataset. The notion of Belief encompasses a sequence
of actions or episode. Each belief can only hold one action out of the five consid-
ered possible. Expectations group a set of actions. For example, the expectation
used for reading a book considers the following sequence of actions: picking up,
sitting down, and standing up. The appearance of any of these actions might
suggest that an ongoing activity such as reading a book might be taking place.
Finally, the Estimation concept is used to refer to the explanation standing
from the recorded sequence.
These concepts along with the knowledge about how the world works and the
considered context scenario are modeled and represented in Scone Knowledge-
Base.
3 Validation and preliminary results
To validate our approach, the previously described KinhBer dataset is used.
Figure 2 depicts the different modules involved and their interconnections.
At this stage, the CVS only implements the BoKP algorithm. The extraction
of low-level information refers to information that can be potentially extracted
from recognizing objects from video sequences in future extensions. The idea is
to enhance the AIRS with low-level information regarding objects location in
the scene, with regards to the actor. At this stage, only a reduced version of
the DSK, WK, and BK is being considered for this prototype. Our recognition
process could greatly benefit from such information, since for example, if a sitting
down action is being considered but no chair is near the actor, this choice can
therefore be rationally discarded.
Fig. 2. System overview
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Table 1 summarizes the recognition rate of the actions performed in each
sequence obtained by the implemented prototype. A CVS-only system obtains
an average accuracy of 31,9% when the first and most likely action of the BoKP
algorithm is used as the estimated action to compute the accuracy. The AIRS
obtains an accuracy of 41,07% after having considered the five most probable
actions in the reasoning to select the most likely action as the final estimation.
Here, accuracy is measured in terms of the numbers of actions correctly esti-
mated.
Table 1. Preliminary results obtained by the prototype implementation
CVS-only AIRS
Actor 1 33.33% 33.33%
Actor 2 66.66% 66.66%
Actor 3 42.85% 52.38%
Actor 4 13.33% 23.33%
Actor 5 16.66% 66.66%
Actor 6 11.11% 11.11%
Actor 7 36.84% 42.10%
Actor 8 52.94% 58.82%
Actor 9 18.75% 18.75%
Actor 10 30.76% 30.76%
Actor 11 25.00% 50.00%
Actor 12 33.33% 43.33%
Actor 13 42.85% 50.00%
Actor 14 22.22% 27.77%
Average 31.90% 41.07%
This first prototype only considers a reduced version of DSK. When the
considered knowledge is relevant for any of the sequences, like in Actor 5 or
11, an accuracy improvement is observed. However, actors were not given be-
havioral instructions and DSK was neither tailored for the recorded sequences.
Results therefore show that, when the encoded knowledge responds to recorded
behaviour, the recognition rate is improved. Additional efforts need to be dedi-
cated to model DSK, WK, and BK.
4 Conclusions
This paper presents a novel methodology for human action recognition that
combines RGB-D data, captured from a Microsoft Kinect device, and a common-
sense reasoning system. In order to validate the proposed methodology a dataset
recording rational behaviour has been constructed and released. A prototype
of the system shows encouraging results since, with a reduced version of the
required knowledge, the system has improved the average accuracy obtained by
the computer vision system.
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As future work, the system will be extended to consider information about
the objects as well as additional domain specific knowledge. This additional
information will support, for example, corrections based on if no object is nearby
the actor, a picking up does not make sense.
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